**Collaboration**

**Sponsors meet scientists to speed pediatric medicines development**
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The Point-Person Project, a child-health research initiative, enables rapid response to opportunities for participation in multicenter pediatric clinical trials.

Clinical research displays inherent inefficiencies owing to scattered infrastructure and communication channels, lack of harmonized standards for information and data exchange, and the use of customized solutions for each study (1). These bottlenecks complicate the matching and engaging of relevant investigators with clinical trial expertise and direct access to relevant patient populations. Current practice generally relies on expensive and time-consuming negotiations and contracts with multiple investigators and institutions. In some cases, outside parties negotiate with networks established for a particular patient population or disease process, but network-specific agendas and priorities can constrain collaboration (2). Child health research and development faces these as well as its own unique impediments. For example, pediatric medicine is a small market with relatively few patients, and inefficiencies exist across the entire enterprise. Clinical trials with children require stringent regulatory oversight, which, along with the small patient populations, makes safety and efficacy for new therapies difficult to establish. A general lack of training in pediatric therapeutics development exists because of the relatively few opportunities for investigators to conduct high-quality clinical research (3). Last, priorities of the various stakeholders—academic investigators, U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH), U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and industry—are not well aligned.

Recognizing that time and efficiency are critical resources, FinnPedMed (Helsinki, Finland) instituted a specialized mechanization in 2007 to link investigators with a central point of contact so that they could respond quickly to inquiries regarding participation in clinical studies (4). This arrangement provided logistical, operational, and financial advantages for all parties. Following the lead of FinnPedMed, child health researchers at NIH Clinical and Translational Science Award (CTSA) recipient institutions (www.ctsacentral.org) initiated a pilot venture; this so-called Point-Person Project was designed to link clinical-research sponsors with subject-matter experts and relevant patient populations using a centralized portal and a network of institutional points of contact or “navigators.” These institutional navigators communicated with local investigators and determined who had sufficient interest and expertise to respond to selected clinical research opportunities. Here, we report on the program’s initial outcomes.

**Project participation**

The principal investigators at the 55 participating CTSA programs designated a total of 84 point persons (PPs) with M.D. or Ph.D. degrees (scientists) (74%), nursing degrees (8%), or Master’s or other degrees (clinical research administrators or study coordinators). These individuals functioned as navigators and directed clinical-trial opportunities to appropriate investigators at their respective institutions. Pediatric clinical-trial sponsors, contract research organizations (CROs), and individual investigators submitted trial requests (table S1) that were reviewed by senior child-health researchers and then distributed to PPs as brief protocol synopses [via the research electronic data capture (REDCap) database (Fig. 1)]. A drop-down menu at the end of the synopsis offered three options: Investigators who clicked on (i) “interested” were asked for contact information that was then forwarded directly to the clinical trial sponsor within 72 hours, with the sponsor then initiating further contact; (ii) “not interested” were asked their reason for not participating, and this ended any further contact; (iii) “need more information” were invited to participate in a scheduled group teleconference with all interested investigators, CTSA and NIH representatives, the sponsor, and any other interested parties (up to 55 participants) so that the investigator could have his or her questions answered, obtain more information, and decide whether to participate in the trial. If the sponsor was a CRO, then specific industry representatives who contracted with the CRO to conduct the trial also participated in the call. PPs were sent surveys at the end of the one-year pilot period (table S2), and PPs from 47 of 55 (85%) participating CTSA sites returned responses. The survey questions were reviewed in advance by the Mayo Clinic Institutional Review Board and determined not to constitute research.

Twenty-four protocol-information forms were submitted over a one-year period, and a variety of diseases that affect infants and children were proposed for study (table S3), with most involving children 6 to 17 years of age. One sponsor withdrew a study after initial review and discussion with senior child-health investigators (prior to distribution) and five others were withdrawn (25% of all protocols) after investigators identified major problems with the study design. Although these five studies were granted an investigational new drug (IND) application by FDA, there were significant technical issues that made it unlikely that the trial could be successfully completed as designed. Substantial improvements in study design were then resubmitted as IND amendments to FDA.

Fifty-five of the 62 CTSA programs participated in the PP project, with a total of 289 responses (range 0 to 18 per site) received; 129 (45%) were initially interested, 93 (32%) needed more information, 64 (22%) were not interested, and 3 sites were...
already participating in the proposed clinical trials (1%). Of the 16 protocol summaries submitted by a CRO, contact was made with 69 investigators, including 39 who had not worked with the CROs previously. Confidentiality agreements were sent to 67 investigators and completed by 54 (81%). Clinical trial site information forms were sent to 40 sites and completed by 20 (50%). Sixteen of these sites were involved in selection, start-up, or enrollment of at least 1 protocol by the end of the one-year study period, and ~15 children had already been enrolled in at least one clinical trial. After a review of the complete protocol, 50% of investigators who initially responded positively were no longer interested because of concerns about enrolling enough patients ($n = 21$), lack of support staff ($n = 17$), a lack of interest in industry-sponsored trials ($n = 14$), complexity of study design ($n = 13$), competing trials ($n = 5$), and concerns about safety ($n = 3$).

The PP Project platform was also used for investigator-initiated clinical studies examining rare diseases. One submitted proposal resulted in investigators at 11 sites expressing interest in participating in a clinical trial. These scientists established a research group and published a detailed manuscript on plastic bronchitis (5). Subsequently, a full clinical trial protocol was developed and an IND application submitted.

**PROJECT IMPACT**

From the survey responses received from PPs at 85% of the participating CTSA sites, we note the following benefits of the program: (i) increased awareness of planned clinical studies, (ii) ability to discuss the trial protocol with the sponsor and ask questions before deciding to participate in the trial, (iii) ease of disseminating information to potential investigators, (iv) development of new scientific collaborations, (v) identification of design weaknesses before further resource commitment and implementation, and (vi) opportunities for new and established investigators to participate. Challenges included: (i) identifying appropriate investigators in a timely manner, (ii) ensuring that all paperwork was handled properly and expeditiously, (iii) lack of structured institutional support and follow-up, (iv) highly specialized or difficult protocols, and (v) ensuring a short turnaround time.

Although the PP program linked investigators with a sponsor or other investigators, it was intentionally limited in scope and did not extend beyond arranging initial connections between relevant stakeholders. There was no planned implementation program to either carry out studies or provide structured input for protocol development. The power and efficiency of the program could be increased substantially if there was linkage to an integrated full-service platform.

---

**Fig. 1. Pointing the way toward pediatric therapies.** Flow diagram of processes associated with protocol submission for the PP project.
clinical trial infrastructure for study implementation. Once interest is expressed by the investigator, it still takes time to complete other trial-related procedures before the trial could begin to enroll patients (6). This time lag resulted in only 16 (40%) sites being involved in selection, start-up, or enrollment of at least one protocol by the end of one year. This experience highlights opportunities to further streamline the clinical trials process (www.nichd.nih.gov/about/meetings/2009/Pages/42309.aspx).

In 25% of discussions, the sponsor withdrew a protocol that received an IND from FDA after identifying significant methodological problems. This observation reinforces the need for early involvement of experienced physician-scientists to provide expertise in the design and operational aspects of multicenter trials. Further, in some cases, investigators who were initially interested in participating in a trial were no longer interested after they had reviewed the complete protocol because of inadequate numbers of eligible subjects, study design issues, or safety of the study drug. Such findings highlight the potential advantage for sponsors to engage qualified experts early in the clinical trial design process in order to jointly develop a protocol that is more likely to result in successful enrollment and completion of the trial. Many investigators decided not to participate in industry-sponsored clinical trials even though the studies were designed to provide the data needed to potentially support the use of these drugs in children. U.S. federal law (for example, the FDA Safety and Innovation Act) (7) requires that all new drugs developed by industry sponsors include a pediatric component if the potential for benefit exists. The law was enacted to ensure that children, especially newborn infants, have a permanent place on the agenda for drug research and development. If insufficient numbers of investigators agree to participate in these studies, both patients and the industry will suffer. For most academic investigators, participation in industry trials requires a significant time commitment but rarely produces publications or contributes toward promotion or other academic achievements. In addition, most academic investigators do not have sufficient training in regulatory science and Good Clinical Practice to be comfortable with current regulatory requirements. Thus, important opportunities exist to leverage the PP program to become a multifaceted clinical trial–training platform that develops the next generation of child-health investigators.

Sustainability of the PP program will depend on the establishment of a virtual home for the development of expertise in clinical and translational research and product development as a discipline (1). To further optimize this potential, other key foundational activities that might be feasible include establishment of integrated infrastructure that provides trial planning, development, and implementation services that are not linked to specific diseases or conditions; formal training in clinical trial methods; and improved processes for collaborative study design among industry sponsors, regulatory agencies, and academic investigators. Ultimately, it is the responsibility of those who identify the medical needs, design the studies, and collect and analyze the data to demonstrate to society that these efforts and resources produce benefits for children.
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